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December 29, 2015 -CBS and paramount file
a civil lawsuit against
alec peters and
axanar productions for
the professional but
unlicensed feature
film, axanar.

Both sides are
represented by highpowered, international
intellectual property
law firms -- CBS and
paramount by Loeb &
Loeb and axanar by
winston & Strawn.

in an exchange of court
documents since the suit
was filed, the plaintiffs
outlined their copyright
infringement case against
Peters and axanar --

-- while the defense
explained how it
planned to respond
to the allegations at
trial…
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Loeb attorney
Jonathan
zavin leads
the plaintiffs’
team --

winston attorney
erin ranahan
leads the
defense team --

kelly oki
david grossman

brian li-a-ping

jennifer jason

the plaintiffs’ allegations
against peters and axanar --

alec peters
and his axanar
productions —

copied from
our ‘star trek’
copyrighted
works --

mr. peters
intentionally
contributed to this
infringement --

and what they’re
called in court -1. copyright infringement.

2. contributory
copyright infringement.

he
supervised this
3. vicarious copyright
infringement and
infringement.
financially
benefitted
from it.
we’d like the
court to declare
4. declaratory judgment.
axanar infringed
our copyrights -and its’ continued
production would’ve
resulted in even more
infringement.

this is a civil lawsuit, not a
criminal case. the jury doesn’t
decide guilt -- it decides
whether the defendants are
liable for paying damages.
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the defendants used
copyrighted star
trek elements in their
short film, prelude to
axanar* --

* Prelude cost $123,000
to make, mostly raised
using the crowdfunding
website, kickstarter.

that film was
never made.
instead, the defendants
built their own
commercial studio -a revenue-generating
business.*

which they used
to ultimately raise
$1.4 million toward
the $2 million budget
of their planned
feature film,
axanar.

that wasn’t the
defendants’ only
commercial
enterprise --

they operated
their own online
store, selling
star trek
merchandise.†
* the studio’s commercial
website is -www.industrystudios.la

† axanar’s donor store offered a
full line of merchandise, including
books, coffee, apparel, models,
posters, patches, blu-rays and dvds.
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u.s. district court
judge R. Gary
Klausner presides
over the case -statutory damages.
and what would
you like from
the court,
plaintiffs?

lawyers call
this a “prayer
for relief” --

the law says
we’re entitled to
$150,000 for each star
trek work from which
axanar copied.

we may
also seek
damages based on
actual economic harm
inflicted on us by
axanar’s copyright
infringement
.
actual damages.

and what else
do the plaintiffs
want -- ?

cbs and paramount want the
court to keep alec peters and
axanar productions -- and anyone
associated with them -- from making
their film and infringing upon star
trek ever again, or making money
from any such activity.

permanent injunction.

at trial, cbs and paramount’s
lawyers plan to present evidence -witnesses, emails, texts and many
documents -- to prove each claim to
a jury by a preponderance of
evidence.*
* that’s a lower standard
than in a criminal trial,
where a jury has to decide
guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt.
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the defendants’ answers to
what cbs and paramount
allege about peters and
axanar --

axanar did
not infringe upon
star trek.

it simply isn’t
enough like star
trek for a jury to
find axanar copied
from the
copyrighted
works.

1. copyright infringement.

our expert
witness says that
entitles axanar -- now
merely a potential fan
film -- to fair use of
star trek under
u.s. copyright
law.

in fact, whatever
things axanar may
have copied from star
trek, have been
transformed by the
defendants --

* a mockumentary
is a movie or tv
show depicting
fictional events
but presented as a
documentary.

the
defendants
have made, and plan
to make, films in a
mockumentary* style.
it changes what is
commonly thought of as
star trek, giving it
new meaning.

we
have witnesses who
will testify mr. peters
didn’t know about or
contribute to any
infringement others may
have
2. contributory infringement.
since we
believe no
copyright infringement
occurred, there was
nothing for him to
supervise, nor from
which he could
profit.
3. vicarious infringement.
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4. declaratory judgment.
finally, cbs and
paramount can’t ask the
court to declare copyright
infringement because axanar,
the film, hasn’t been made
yet.

there’s more --

we’re
countersuing
cbs and
paramount
pictures --

defendants made
many revisions to the
script since the
lawsuit was filed.

judge klausner --

and we have
twelve affirmative
defenses to the
studios’ claims of
copyright
infringement.

and what do the
defendants
want from their
countersuit?
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we want the
court to
declare axanar
didn’t infringe on
star trek’s copyrights
and that axanar isn’t
similar to star
trek -declaratory
judgment for
the defendants.

many things in
star trek cannot be
protected by
copyright --

and even if the
defendants were
infringing, axanar
changes star trek
enough to qualify for
fair use --

affirmative defense -1. fair use under
copyright law.

3. unclean
hands.

2. waiver.

we also will prove
cbs and paramount
waived copyright claims
against fan films like
axanar.

axanar is
meant to comment,
criticize or parody
star trek, to
transform it.

the
studios, by their
unfair and unethical
behavior, hurt the
defendants --

they filed
this lawsuit at the
11th hour, after the
short film, prelude to
axanar, had long been
available on
youtube -with the
defendants well on
their way to making the
axanar feature, cbs and
paramount gave no
warning of copyright
concerns.
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fundamentally,
the studios’ claims, and
what they want from this
suit, go against the
defendants’ right to
free speech.

in raising money
to produce Prelude
and axanar, the
defendants relied on the
studios’ 50-year history
of keeping their hands
off fan films.

the studios’ past
tolerance of fan
films led mr. peters to
reasonably believe his
production would not be
treated any
differently.

4. first amendment.

5. estoppel.

6. failure to mitigate.

what’s more,
cbs and paramount
failed to take any
steps that could have
prevented this
situation -they let
axanar proceed
when they could’ve
stopped them well
before filing
suit.

the studios
failed to register
copyrights that might’ve
protected specific star
trek characters and
elements.
7. failure to register.
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while cbs and
paramount may own
star trek they do not
own the universe in which it
takes place -- the idea of
star trek. no one
does. no one can.

8. lack of standing.

9. consent & acquiescence.

simply put, the
studios let alec
peters and axanar
productions operate for
years -- posting video after
video, raising more than $1
million -- and did
nothing.

despite their
awareness of
axanar’s activities, cbs
and paramount
deliberately delayed
taking action --

10. authorized
use.

they
encouraged and took
advantage of this type of
fan participation to
promote star trek.
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11. misuse of
copyright.

finally, the
studios seek
damages far beyond
what the constitution
allows --

erin ranahan

this lawsuit asserts
rights going far beyond
what the constitution
allows -keeping my
clients from engaging
in lawful activity, and
harming them by
preventing it.

the plaintiffs aimed to
refute the twelve
defenses, asserting the
defense lacked evidence
to back up many of them.
in addition --

and utterly
disproportionate
to any actual harm
axanar may have
inflicted on the
studios.

our expert
witness will show
the studios can’t
offer an amount backed
by real data. they
haven’t been harmed
at all.

the studios
communicated their
concerns to axanar but
Mr. peters ignored them,
believing they would
where is the
never
sue a fan like
evidence the plaintiffs
him.
behaved unethically or
misused copyright?

12. constitutionally
excessive damages.

he relies on
an interpretation of
fair use that simply
doesn’t exist in law and
doesn’t survive the
required legal
analysis.

and the law doesn’t
require actual damages
to find mr. peters copied
star trek. we only need to
show activities like axanar’s
interfere with the studios’
rights to produce new
star trek
products.
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in the weeks leading up to
the january 31, 2017, trial
both sides tried to get
judge Klausner to throw
out as much of their
opponents’ case as they
could -cbs and
paramount ask the
judge to rule axanar
committed copyright
infringement and send the
case to a jury to assess
damages.

the
defendants ask
the judge to rule in
their favor because the
studios are suing over
a movie that was
never made -over a work
that isn’t
substantially
similar to star
trek --

testimony, emails
and other documents
demonstrate mr. peters was
well aware his films were
infringing on star trek’s
copyrights.

and is entitled
by law to fair use of
whatever star trek
elements may have
appeared --

and any
infringement that
might have occurred was
not willful -consequently,
any possible
damages would have
the evidence shows
to be limited to a
mr. peters financially
small amount.
benefitted from violating
we believe
copyright -- building a
most
of that socommercial studio and
called evidence is
paying his and others’
irrelevant and
personal expenses.
inadmissible.

see you
in court!

end.
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